J.M.GILLIES 2019 AFTA AWARDS

AFTA AWARD
BEST TACKLE MANAGEMENT
Plano have re-invented the Stowaway with the launch of EDGE!
At first glance, you’ll notice the clarity of the lid, and the massive
1-handed latch and side moulded handles. The Edge Master
crankbait 500 series is the shallow version and has Silicone Fingers
which protect lures, hooks and finishes.

PLANO EDGEMASTER 500 CRANKBAIT

AFTA AWARD
BEST LINE
FINS Fighter PRT differs from the original PRT in that we have
improved the resin system which is applied as well as the
method to apply it. This results in a rounder more abrasion
resistant product that has a better strength to weight ratio than
the Original PRT.

FINS FIGHTER PRT BRAID

AFTA AWARD
BEST CLOTHING ACCESSORY
The Rhinoflex glove is highly-breathable and fits like a second skin
allowing natural movement on the reel. Prevent injuries from the
thrash: the tough-but-flexible polymer shell delivers maximum
impact and abrasion protection. Gorilla Grip’s proprietary polymer
technology on the palm pulls moisture away from the surface and
provides maximum grip in wet and oily conditions.

RHINOFLEX A5 CUT GLOVES

AFTA AWARD
BEST FLY FISHING ROD
Through blank taper optimisation and specialised length offerings,
the TROUT LL is perfected for wade fishing, closer casts, small
flies, and light tippets. The TROUT LL’s delicate touch and medium
action is a dry fly anglers dream.”3 to 6wt in lengths 7’9” to 9’ ft.

SAGE TROUT LL SERIES

AFTA AWARD
BEST FLY FISHING LINE
RIO's SureFire technology, which has been used in their fresh
water fly lines in the past, is added to the Direct Core Flats Pro
line. This triple colour, distance-marking design takes the guesswork out of accuracy and distance control, allowing anglers to
make higher percentage shots to cruising targets.

RIO DC FLATS PRO LINE

AFTA AWARD
BEST FLY FISHING REEL
While honouring our heritage with a full-frame design, narrow profile,
and classic styling, the backbone of the TROUT reel is our proven
One Revolution, Sealed Carbon System (SCS) drag. The heart of
the series is the 4/5/6 which will balance perfectly with the majority
of all-around trout rods

SAGE TROUT FLY REEL

AFTA AWARD
BEST OUTDOOR CAMPING PRODUCT
The new LINK-MICRO from SPYPOINT is the easiest-to-use, most
affordable, and smallest cellular trail camera available on the
market. If you’re one of the millions of hunters who thought that
cellular-capable trail cameras were too expensive for you,
SPYPOINT has changed the game, and this camera is for you.

SPYPOINT LINK-MICRO CAMERA

